






An ode to the quintessence of Moroccan architecture, the Yemaya Spa is a 
sensory stopover that bears the name of the African goddess of fresh waters, rivers 
and rivers. In this sumptuous universe, with a predominance of green zellige adorning 
the walls and floors, tadellakt, brassware and other materials of Moroccan 
craftsmanship, each more dazzling than the other, blend harmoniously with 
contemporary forms with clean lines. conducive to zenitude. A universe that invites 
you to let go and reconnect with yourself.

We wanted you to be able to find within Yemaya Spa, a wide range of treatments 
in order to offer you those that reflect or seduce you depending on the moment. 
From the ritual of the traditional Moroccan hammam to the Thai massage and facial 
treatments, our expertise is reflected in the smallest attentions.

Whichever experience you choose, our therapists at the Yemaya Spa have a 
moment of relaxation and serenity in store for you.



O U R  R I T U A L S
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TREAT YOURSELF TO A MOMENT
OF RELAXATION AND RELAXATION

A true land of beauty and well-being, Morocco has a thousand and one natural 
cosmetic recipes, made from natural active ingredients drawn from plant or mineral 
resources.
Passed down from generation to generation, beauty rituals illustrate a true art of 
living and are part of Morocco's cultural heritage. The Yemaya Spa Hammam pays 
homage to these centuries-old traditions and makes you discover a traditional 
hammam ritual using the benefits of nature and the technicality of the traditional 
gestures of our therapists.





     

    

ORIENTAL MOROCCAN HAMMAM

A tailor-made ritual that begins with the application of black soap with argan and bitter orange, followed by a scrub with a Kessa 
glove to exfoliate dead skin. This will be followed by shampoo and a head massage to stimulate the scalp. The ritual concludes 
with a white clay facial mask and a sesame powder body wrap for a radiant effect and deep softness.

60 Mins - 490 MAD

    90 Mins - 590 MADTRADITIONAL CEREMONIAL OF THE YEMAYA HAMMAM

A ritual that draws its secrets from ancestral practices, the ceremony of which opens with an oil bath or hair mask to stimulate the 
scalp, followed by an application of black soap with argan and bitter orange mixed with seven plants. to prepare the body for a 
gentle exfoliation with the kessa glove. To release tension, the ritual continues with a honey facial mask and a body wrap with 
coffee and ginger or sesame powder to reveal radiant skin. The hammam ceremony concludes with a body massage lasting 20 
minutes.

ORIENTAL WRAP & SCRUB

Suitable for sensitive skin, oriental scrubs are real alliances of softness. These scrubs with choices from local products with multiple 
virtues and associated with a harmony of light and targeted gestures, make it possible to effectively eliminate dead cells. This 
creamy treatment purifies the skin, which regains its suppleness and balance. The exfoliation continues with a white clay wrap to 
restore smooth, luminous and delicately scented skin. The treatment also includes the application of shampoo and a head 
massage.

 • Sesame powder scrub
 • Coffee and ginger scrub
 • Argan shell powder scrub
 • Brown sugar and honey scrub

30 Mins - 350 MAD



O U R  M A S S A G E S
T H A Ï L A N D A I S





FREE YOUR BODY AND MIND

A true haven of serenity, the Yemaya Spa stands out with a range of massages and 
holistic therapies inspired by ancestral Thai practices and provided by the 
know-how of our Thai practitioners.

A true Ayurvedic philosophy, the massages are based on ancestral fitness 
techniques associated with contemporary techniques aimed at balancing the 
energies of body and mind.

Depending on your needs, the Yemaya Spa offers a range of treatments to relax 
and regenerate, from head to toe, to release and relieve muscle tension, revitalize 
the body and promote serenity of mind and experience a deep feeling of peace. 
appeasement.





  

   

   

   

       

TRADITIONAL THAI MASSAGE

The traditional Thai massage is performed on a futon and the client is dressed in loose clothing. During this massage, a set of 
pressures on specific points along the meridians and assisted stretching are performed on the whole body. This promotes blood 
circulation, improves flexibility, relieves joint and muscle tension and balances the energies of the body.

60 Mins - 890 MAD
90 Mins - 1190 MAD

BACK MASSAGE

Focused only on the dorsal part, this massage relieves knotted and tired backs. A complete and de-stressing massage that relaxes 
the muscles and provides an infinite feeling of well-being. Freed from tension, the deeply revitalized body straightens and feels 
lighter.

60 Mins - 890 MAD

AROMATHERAPY MASSAGE

A complete massage, both invigorating or relaxing and energetic, combining different Thai pressure techniques. Fluid gestures relax 
the muscles and strengthen the tissues. The skin is smoothed and deeply hydrated. The body seems lighter, fatigue forgotten, 
relaxation is complete.

60 Mins - 890 MAD
90 Mins - 1190 MAD

HOT OIL MASSAGE

This ancestral massage is practiced with hot oil based on the stimulation of energy points, aimed at improving muscle tone and 
blood circulation. An energizing, invigorating and incredibly relaxing treatment, this massage with hot oils is a moment of absolute 
well-being.

60 Mins - 890 MAD
90 Mins - 1190 MAD

MASSAGE WITH THAI AROMATIC HERB POUCHES

According to a traditional treatment method, this soothing massage requires the use of sachets of Thai aromatic herbs and hot oil, 
placed directly on the body. Each pouch is garnished with lemongrass, mint and ginger, for a calming, relaxing and rejuvenating 
effect.

60 Mins - 890 MAD
90 Mins - 1150 MAD

HOT STONE MASSAGE

This relaxing massage is based on the therapeutic virtues of volcanic stones to relax muscle tension. The action of the stones, 
combined with essential oils promises a real moment of relaxation.

60 Mins - 890 MAD
90 Mins - 1150 MAD





60 Mins - 700 MADGENTLE MASSAGE FOR FUTURE MOM

A very gentle massage for the mother-to-be: the intensity of the pressures is adapted for a cocooning treatment.

60 Mins - 1200 MAD
90 Mins - 1500 MAD 

FOUR HANDS MASSAGE

A massage that requires the practice of two practitioners coordinating all their gestures simultaneously on the body. The 
synchronization and synergy of movements provide relaxation and incomparable serenity to harmoniously restore the balance of 
body and mind.

60 Mins - 1200 MAD
90 Mins - 1500 MAD 

SPORTS MASSAGE MUAY THAI

Inspired by Muay Thai boxing rooted in local Thai culture, Muay Thai massage is recommended for top athletes. It is carried out 
with a traditional essential oil which provides a heating and cooling effect at the same time to prepare the muscles and the joints. 
The movements are quick and fluid, accompanied by light punches to the elbows and knees to fully regenerate the body, allowing 
recovery after exercise, relieving pain and relaxing muscles.

FACE AND SKULL MASSAGE

The facial massage helps restore blood circulation, and thus regain radiance and suppleness and reduce dark circles and 
puffiness. A massage that effectively plumps and firms the skin and deeply hydrates it thanks to the benefits of neutral sesame for 
the face. The skin is thus softer, hydrated and toned.

 30 Mins - 490 MAD

LEG AND FOOT MASSAGE - with oil -

This massage gives you deep muscle relaxation thanks to the draining effect of a massage performed with oil. The skin is toned, the 
muscle is drained and the feelings of heaviness in the legs are reduced.

30 Mins - 490 MAD

FOOT REFLEXOLOGY - without oil -

A massage that is practiced without oil that targets all the energy points located under the arch of the foot are stimulated by 
precise and powerful gestures. These localized massages and pressures on the reflex zones of the feet relax the muscles, release 
stress, relieve tension and energize the body.

30 Mins - 490 MAD





O U R  F A C E
&  B O D Y  C A R E





TAKING CARE OF YOUR FACE AND YOUR BODY IS
ESSENTIAL

Taking care of the skin of your face, whatever your age, is one of the most important 
beauty gestures.
At Yemaya Spa, we offer face and body treatments based on a combination of 
manual techniques and technological innovations that are adapted to each type 
of skin, to transport you to a peaceful parenthesis and a perfect moment of 
well-being.

*All of our facials also target the neck and décolleté.





Facial care

       

EXPRESS TREATMENT 

Discovery treatment that purifies the skin, regulates sebum production with the extraction of blackheads, refines pores and refreshes the 
complexion, for a naturally radiant result.

490 MAD

      

INTENSE MOISTURIZING TREATMENT

Dedicated to dehydrated skin, this treatment plays on the layering of concentrated and nourishing products. The skin is deeply hydrated 
and nourished, and regains its velvety softness.

800 MAD

      
RADIANCE FIRMING TREATMENT

Built around acupressure techniques and drainage manoeuvres, this treatment eliminates fatigue, relaxes the features and plumps up the 
face. It immediately awakens the complexion and regenerates the tissues of the skin.

800 MAD

        ANTI-AGING
Body extension: Back massage and foot reflexology  

Adapted to your skin type, this multivitamin treatment, simultaneously stimulating, toning and draining, smoothes fine lines and wrinkles, refines 
the texture of the skin and restores its luminosity by blurring dark circles and puffiness. The skin is oxygenated and regains all its youthfulness. 
For a parenthesis of total well-being, the treatment is followed by a back and foot massage.

1200 MAD

Body care

SEAWEED WRAP

After an exfoliation with marine bath salts and argan shell, the body is enveloped in a mask of clay and seaweed, concentrated in minerals 
and with numerous virtues. With the gradual rise in heat triggered by the heating device that covers the whole body, this body treatment 
promotes the elimination of toxins and provides an immediate feeling of comfort.

20 Mins - 350 MAD

SLIMMING & FIRMING MASSAGES

This massage targets certain areas of the body, thus allowing the elimination of fat thanks to the technical nature of the palpate-roll 
massage combined with the benefits of cedar essential oil, known to promote the decongestion of venous circulation. This massage 
stimulates the lymphatic system and helps reduce cellulite and edema.

Forfait 10 séances disponibles sur demande 

60 Mins - 500 MAD



Arms

Waxing

Face
  

Eyebrows, lips
  

Armpits
  

  

Back or Torso

half legs

Whole legs

Edge of jersey

Brazilian jersey

Full suit

150 MAD

80 MAD

100 MAD

130 MAD

250 MAD

120 MAD

180 MAD

100 MAD

200 MAD

250 MAD



R E L A X A T I O N  A R E A





Relaxaon area & Tis-ee

With unique architecture and undeniable charm, arranged around a heated indoor pool, the relaxation area is an oasis of 
serenity that harmoniously combines furniture with clean lines and oriental decorative pieces. Suspended above the swimming 
pool, magnificent lanterns of different sizes signed by the coppersmith artist Yahya play profusely with light. Here time stands still, for 
an absolute moment of relaxation.

A symbol of our friendliness and hospitality, our herbal tea area offers a range of teas and infusions made from a mixture of natural 
plants grown mainly locally.

*The indoor heated swimming pool is exclusively dedicated to customers who have booked a treatment at the Yemaya Spa.

Fne room

Maintain your body and your energy in our fitness area equipped with cardio fitness and weight training equipment.
Private coaching and individual yoga classes are available on request and upon reservation in advance.

*Open 24 hours a day – only for resident customers





G E N E R A L
C O N D I T I O N S



TERMS AND CONDITIONS

Spa opening hours & Access
The Yemaya Spa is open every day and accessible from 10:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m.
Access to the Yemaya Spa and the indoor swimming pool is reserved for adults over 16 who have booked treatments at the Yemaya Spa. 

Book a treatment
Advance reservations are highly recommended. The Spa Yemaya team is at your disposal for any reservation. We invite you to contact us :

 • From your room by dialing 129
 • By telephone on +212 (0) 524 33 33 13
 • By email to yemaya@hoteljadali.com

Arriving time
For the smooth running of your treatment, we recommend that you arrive at the Spa reception 20 minutes before the start of your appointment in
order to take full advantage of our services. A late arrival will imply the reduction of the initial treatment time.

Medical conditions
A medical form will be presented to you upon your arrival at Spa Yemaya. We invite you to advise us of any health problem, allergies and to let 
us know if you are pregnant in order to advise you on appropriate care. For any assistance, please contact our Spa receptionist.

Personal effects
We thank you for not bringing valuables during your visit to Spa Yemaya. A locker with an individual electronic bracelet is available in the changing 
rooms to deposit your personal belongings. The hotel declines all responsibility in the event of loss, forgetting or damage to personal belongings.

Spa environment
We are counting on your understanding to maintain a calm and serene atmosphere within the Yemaya Spa.
Therefore, we kindly ask you turn off your cell phones or put them on silent.

Cancellation Policy
Any late cancellation, made less than 4 hours in advance, will incur charges equivalent to 50% of the value of the treatment. In case of no-show, the amount
of the reserved service will be fully due.

Fitness
Access to fitness is exclusively reserved for resident customers.
The fitness room is open 24/7.

Gift card
We offer you the possibility of buying gift cards to offer by entering the amount of the value or a service of your choice.
We invite you to inquire at our Spa reception.
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